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At Heesen we don’t 
just build yachts. 
We turn dreams 
into reality.

From day one, Heesen has pursued a consistent mission: to create 
yachts with exceptional standards of engineering and meticulous 
attention to detail. 

To achieve this, skilled hands, driven by a passion for perfection, make all the 

difference. They are able to fulfil every customer’s dream. Each yacht is built 

entirely in-house, using the strongest aluminium and the toughest steel.

This craftsmanship is matched by an unparalleled hunger for innovation and 

challenge. The result: designs that continue to push the limit and set the 

industry’s benchmark. But the Heesen experience goes beyond building a 

perfect yacht. It’s all about exceeding the client’s expectations with first-class 

service at all times, throughout the customer journey.

A yacht is a beautiful way to travel the world in luxury and expand your 

horizons. At Heesen, we create yachts on which the journey is as enjoyable as 

the destination. 
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Main saloon

Interior design 

Sophisticated chic

The yacht’s interior has been designed by Cristiano Gatto, who 
has added a sophisticated touch that is fresh and vibrant. Bespoke 
furnishings are handcrafted with soft edges and flowing lines, creating 
a tranquil environment. Dark oak flooring and subtle wooden accents 
highlight the bright fabrics and panelling for a welcoming effect that 
invites you to feel right at home.



The 65-square-metre main saloon dining area is 

flooded with natural light thanks to a bank of windows 

that look out onto the horizon. Angular yet inviting, 

the twelve-person formal dining table and surrounding 

space present the ideal opportunity for socialising and 

fine dining. The seating area leads directly out to the 

main deck aft.

Main saloon dining

Panoramic vistas

Dining room
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Main saloon
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The sky lounge is designed for owners and guests to unwind and relax. 

Low furnishings have been selected to eliminate any obstructions to the 

panoramic views from the floor-to-ceiling windows. Combined with the 

glass sliding door which leads onto the aft deck, a borderless environment 

between indoor and outside is created.

Sky lounge

Living the high life

Sky lounge
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Owner’s stateroom

Owner’s stateroom

A natural retreat
Located forward on the main deck of the yacht, a 

wide corridor leads down the starboard side into 

the owner’s stateroom. Here, the natural elements 

of the design come into their own with every detail 

highlighted to the maximum. Floor-to-ceiling 

windows on either side create a bright and airy 

space, accentuating the textured wooden panels 

and quality fabrics. 
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Owner’s bathroom Owner’s stateroom

Owner’s stateroom

Full beam apartment
Stretching from side to side, the full beam suite provides 

a spacious retreat for owners. The en-suite bathroom, 

equipped with a generous shower, incorporates stone, 

marble and glass in a monochromatic palette.
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The main deck atrium is definitely a feast for the eyes. Leather panelled 

walls contrast with the dark oak flooring of the curved staircase for a 

striking look. Floating stairs emphasise the stylish design throughout the 

interior. The open area leads directly through the saloon and onto the main 

deck, providing a seamless connection with the outdoors. 

Main deck atrium

Bringing the outside in

Main deck atrium
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Guest suites

Smart layout
The lower deck is home to five generous guest suites. Two twin and two 

double cabins compliment the full beam VIP suite, providing ample space 

for privacy and relaxation. 

Guest suite

Guest bathroom
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All guest suites continue the contemporary design language of the yacht. 

Mirrored back walls work with large windows in every cabin, emphasising 

space and light. Cristiano Gatto has utilised fine materials and textures to 

achieve a welcoming yet sophisticated haven for guests to retreat.

Guest suites

Welcome sanctuary

Guest suite
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Sun deck Main deck

Wheelhouse deck Lower deck

General  
arrangement
5000 Aluminium
50m FDHF Hybrid
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